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(scRNA-seq) (16-19, 27, 33) . Previous studies have found that only a small fraction of 103 infected cells express Ifnb1 mRNA (17) (18) (19) 27) . This is thought to be attributable to 104 stochasticity in signaling components and downstream signaling cascades leading to 105 transcription factor activation or variability in the processes of Ifnb1 expression, perhaps 106 platform for the discovery of novel proviral and antiviral candidate genes in an unbiased 114 manner as recently highlighted by Zanini and colleagues with DENV and ZIKV (31). 115
Altogether, these studies have shed considerable light on the transcriptional 116 differences present in single cells, and specifically with Ifnb1 expression and viral RNA 117 abundance. However, we still lack a thorough understanding of the cellular 118 heterogeneity in the IFN-I response following WNV infection. Population-level 119 transcriptional analyses are valuable and widely used approaches, but in certain cases 120 can belie gene expression patterns, such as bimodal variation, which can only be 121 observed at single-cell resolution (18, 27, 33) . To better understand the underlying 122 transcriptional differences across cells with varying viral abundance, we developed 123 WNV-inclusive scRNA-seq, a modified SMART-Seq protocol that incorporates a virus-124 specific primer for parallel recovery of host messenger RNA (mRNA) and viral RNA 125 from single cells. We found that only a small fraction of cells exhibited robust Ifnb1 126 expression, and this did not significantly correlate with high viral RNA. We observed 127 considerable transcriptional heterogeneity in ISG expression and viral RNA abundance 128 across cells. ISGs exhibited both unimodal and bimodal variation and were negatively 129 intracellular viral envelope (E) protein immunostaining was performed at 6, 12, 24 and 143 48 hr post-infection. Infected cells were labeled with WNV E16 antibody (Ab), which 144 recognizes a domain III (DIII) neutralizing epitope within the E protein (44). For all three 145
MOIs, nearly 100% of cells stained positive for intracellular viral E protein by 48 hr post-146 infection ( Fig. 1A) . At a MOI of 10, intracellular viral E protein was detected in nearly 147 100% of cells as early as 24 hr post-infection, suggesting that the majority of these cells 148 were likely infected during primary virus adsorption (Fig. 1A) . For cells infected at a MOI 149 of 1, intracellular viral E protein was detected in approximately 60% of cells at 24 hr 150 post-infection ( Fig. 1A) . 151
To diminish asynchronous second-round infection, cells were infected with WNV 152 (MOI of 1) and incubated in the presence of WNV E16 neutralizing Ab. Inoculation with 153 UV-inactivated WNV served as a non-replicating input control for internalized viral RNA, 154 and no expression of viral E protein was detected ( Fig. 1B, 1C ). Notably, limiting in vitro 155 spread resulted in a 5.5-fold decrease in the percentage of viral E protein-positive cells 156 (10.6%) at 24 hr post-infection, corresponding with a comparable 5.2-fold reduction in 157 viral RNA levels ( Fig. 1B, 1C ). Collectively, these two conditions, WNV and WNV (+Ab), 158 provide a cell population with a range of viral abundance and another of predominantly 159 bystander cells with which to survey the IFN-I response at the population and single-cell 160 level in all subsequent analyses. 161
Before pursuing a single-cell approach, we next sought to evaluate 162 transcriptional changes following WNV infection at the population level by bulk RNA-seq. 163
As expected, numerous genes associated with the innate immune response and 164 antiviral defense response were up-regulated following infection ( Fig. 1D, 1E) . 165 Furthermore, the majority of these genes were expressed at similar levels independent 166 of reduced asynchronous second-round infection ( Fig. 1D, 1E ). ISGs and PRR genes 167 exhibited a more consistent level of mean gene expression across these two conditions 168 ( Fig. 1E ). Conversely, IFN-I and cytokine genes displayed the most variability in 169 expression between genes within their respective categories ( Fig. 1E ). Most notably, 170
Ifna2 and Ifna5 displayed around two-fold higher levels of expression when allowing for 171 in vitro spread, although Ifna2 dropped outside of the pre-selected significance cutoff (p 172 < 0.01; Fig. 1E, 1F ). This population-level analysis provides a contextual fundamental 173 framework from which to build as we examine the transcriptional differences observed 174 across single cells. Leveraging single-cell sequencing techniques complemented with 175 viral RNA detection, we next extended the resolution of our analysis to single cells to 176 better understand the underlying transcriptional heterogeneity present following WNV 177 infection. 178
179

WNV-inclusive scRNA-seq captures mRNA and viral RNA from single cells. WNV-180
inclusive scRNA-seq is adapted from the well-established Smart-seq2 protocol (45) and 181 the commercially available SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit (Takara) used for 182 scRNA-seq. The SMART-Seq v4 protocol is modified to include a virus-specific primer 183 (WNV SC primer) during the reverse transcription (RT) step. For scRNA-seq analysis, 184 L929 cells are inoculated with virus for 1 hr at a MOI of 1 and then incubated in the 185 presence or absence of WNV E16 neutralizing Ab (44) for 24 hr ( Fig. 2A ). Viable single 186 cells are sorted by conventional flow cytometry into 96-well plates containing 10 µL lysis 187 buffer per well (Fig. 2B ). In the RT reaction, 3' SMART-Seq CDS Primer II A (30-188 nucleotide poly-dT sequence with a 5' 25-nucleotide ISPCR universal anchor sequence 189 (45) ) and WNV SC primer (21-nucleotide sequence complementary to positive-strand 190 viral RNA with a 5' 25-nucleotide ISPCR universal anchor sequence (45) ) are added to 191 capture host transcripts and viral RNA, respectively ( and the majority of WNV reads were aligned with the targeted region of the WNV 201 genome ( Fig. 2D ). To ensure that the addition of WNV SC primer did not adversely 202 affect the recovery of host mRNAs, the concentration of WNV SC primer was carefully 203 titrated and cDNA quality was evaluated on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 204 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, we examined the levels of housekeeping genes 205 (Gapdh, Rpl5, Arf1 and Pgk1) across cells in all three conditions: Mock, WNV, and 206 WNV (+Ab). Unsurprisingly, expression of housekeeping genes was not significantly 207 different between mock and infected conditions, demonstrating that amplification of viral 208 RNA does not impair recovery of host mRNA ( Fig. 2E ). 209 210
Heterogeneity in viral RNA abundance and ISG induction at single-cell resolution. 211
At the single-cell level, we observed large differences in viral RNA abundance in the 212 presence and absence of limited in vitro spread ( Fig. 2D ). In the absence of neutralizing 213 antibody, we detected a wide range of intracellular viral RNA levels, with the majority of 214 cells having greater than 2 10 viral RNA counts per million transcripts ( Fig. 2D ). 215
Interestingly, only 24% of cells had greater than 2 10 viral RNA counts per million 216 transcripts when limiting asynchronous secondary infection ( Fig. 2D ). Furthermore, the 217 heterogeneity of viral RNA abundance in the presence of neutralizing antibody suggests 218 that there is variability in WNV replication during the primary round of infection ( Fig. 2D ). 219
Notably, the percentage of single cells positive for viral RNA (Fig. 2D ) is significantly 220 higher than the percentage predicted by flow cytometry-based viral E protein 221 immunostaining for both infection conditions ( Fig. 1B) . 222
When examining transcriptional dynamics across single cells, we noticed some 223 interesting trends. Only a small fraction of WNV-infected cells produced greater than 2 5 224 Ifnb1 counts per million transcripts ( Fig. 3A) . Intriguingly, we observed a similar 225 expression signature for Ifna4 and Ifna2 despite high levels of Irf7, a transcription factor 226 that drives IFN-α production (47-49), in the majority of cells ( Fig. 3A ). Furthermore, we 227 identified three chemokine genes (Ccl5, Ccl4 and Cxcl11) that displayed comparable 228 cellular distributions to IFN-I genes. Other pro-inflammatory cytokine genes, Cxcl10, Tnf, 229
Il6 and Il23a, exhibited cellular heterogeneity but still maintained a portion of cells with 230 no detectable transcript. Genes Ddx58 and Dhx58, which respectively encode the RLRs 231 RIG-I and LGP2 (Laboratory of Genetics and Physiology 2), were highly expressed with 232 most cells containing greater than 2 5 counts per million transcripts ( Fig. 3B) . This background may result from index hopping (63), and could be accounted for in 311 subsequent iterations by using unique indexes. In support of published findings (17-19, 312 27), we found that few cells produce IFN-β transcript following viral infection (Fig. 3A) . 313
However, we observed a strong induction of numerous ISGs (Irf7, Ddx58, Dhx58, Irf9, 314
Stat1 and Stat2) with high unimodal expression signatures ( Fig. 3) , highlighting the well-315 established importance of IFN-I-dependent paracrine signaling (16-19, 26, 27) . 316
Interestingly, we saw a bifurcation in ISG correlations with viral RNA, wherein 124 out of 317 294 ISGs were negatively correlated with intracellular viral abundance ( Fig. 5B ). 318 expression with increasing viral RNA, dissimilar to the gradual upward trend exhibited 320 by positively correlated genes (Fig. 6 ). Collectively, these findings are reflective of the 321 dynamic balance and interplay between host and viral factors within a single cell. This 322 represents the first single-cell transcriptomics study of flavivirus infection to examine the 323 correlation of ISGs with intracellular viral RNA. To extend this arm of our analysis, we 324 examined WNV-targeting antiviral effector genes that have been previously validated 325 through short hairpin RNA (shRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown 326 screens, cell-based overexpression assays and in vivo knockout models (26, 42, 50-58). 327
These validated antiviral effector genes exhibited both unimodal (Tnfsf10, Ifi44l, Ifitm3, 328
Eif2ak2 and Mov10) and bimodal (Rsad2, Oas1b and Oas3) expression patterns and all 329 negatively correlated with viral RNA (Fig. 4, 6) , demonstrating the technical capacity of 330 WNV-inclusive scRNA-seq to probe virus-host interactions and identify novel antiviral 331 candidate genes. 332
The discovery that bimodal variation in IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs) correlates 333 with viral RNA abundance (Fig. 4, 6 Additionally, WNV recruits plasma membrane-derived cholesterol to replication sites in 339 the ER, and NS4A and NS4B contribute to membrane rearrangement and associated 340 ER stress, which are all thought to interfere with JAK-STAT signaling (64, 69-71). 341 from viral antagonism in primary infected cells allowing for higher replication. This is 343 supported by the almost uniformly high expression observed for ISGs when limiting in 344 vitro spread (Fig. 4) , a cell population with a predominantly low-level of WNV replication 345 ( Fig. 2D ). Alternatively, bimodality may arise from preexisting cell-intrinsic differences, 346 such as the level of critical signaling components, specifically at the initial stage of Counts). The counts obtained with STAR were used for downstream analysis in R. The 469 counts were used to create a SingleCellExperiment v1.0.0 (80) object. The scater v1.6.3 470 (81) library was used for quality control of cells. Genes that were not expressed in any 471 cell were filtered out. The isOutlier function from scran was used to remove cells that 472 had a library size and number of detected genes greater than 3 median absolute 473 deviations lower than the median values or those with percentage of mitochondrial 474 genes that were 3 median absolute deviations higher than the median value (82). The 475 cell cycle phase was predicted using the cyclone function in scran package v1.6.3 (80, 
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